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LAYOUT BASICS
REVERSE ENGINEER
One of the first tricks you learn in design school is to mimic the
masters by reverse engineering—find an invitation that you love
and then analyze it. How did they group the information? What
and how many typefaces did they use, and so on. Notice I did not
say COPY. It is important that you learn from this exercise, but put
your own spin on it. The first thing you need to look for is the
GRID (Figure 1). A grid is an invisible structure on which a
designer composes all of the elements. There is nothing more
intimidating than a big white page. A grid allows for organization,
consistency of spacing, and much more. Page layout programs
allow you to build a grid of lines on which to work that do not
print and that you can turn on and off.
The next step is to establish a HIERARCHY (Figure 2) where
you group information thoughtfully and lay it out in order of
importance. In the case of a wedding invitation, the names of
the bride and groom, the date, and/or the location are things
that you may want to stand out. You can do this with size, color,
a different typeface, etc. We go more in depth on this topic on
page 3 under Contrast.

Figure 1

CHOICE
2 TYPE
If you are a type novice, it is best to stick to one or two typefaces at

The reception information is organized and the name of the
location is given priority by using a diﬀerent typeface and color.
Figure 2

the most. If you choose two like our sample, you want to choose
typefaces that have strong contrast. Our invitation uses one script,
BICKHAM and one serif,* FILOSOFIA (Figure 3). Type can relect
your personality and can set the tone of your wedding. For more
about type, download WeddingBrand’s Type Tips at
http://www.weddingbrand.me/downloads/WB-TypeTips.jpg.
*A serif is a fine line that finishes off the strokes of a letter. The font you
are reading is a serif font called FF SERIA.
Resources

Figure 3

• http://www.thinkingwithtype.com/contents/grid/
• http://www.arrowsandicons.com/articles/principles- of-information-design-hierarchy/
• http://www.myfonts.com/fonts/adobe/bickham-script-mm/
http://www.myfonts.com/fonts/fontfont/seria/
• http://www.emigre.com/EF.php?ﬁd=97
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IT PERSONAL
3 MAKING
This couple shares an Armenian HERITAGE, so we created our

own version of a monogram (Figure 4) based on ornaments and
calligraphy we found in old, Armenian manuscripts. We drew a
script ”L” from the Armenian alphabet, cloned and reflected it, and
then overlapped the two as both the bride and groom’s names
begin with this letter. This mark worked beautifully with the
Bickham script. While interviewing the couple, we were taken with
the gorgeous, graphic art they had hung on their walls. Turns out,
the bride's *father (Figure 5) had created it. We knew that it would
add that personal touch to their wedding and that it would make
the perfect background for their elegant invitations and decor.

a. Clone, reﬂect, overlap.

b. Overlap ovals and unite.

Figure 4

c. Copy, scale, and rotate.

*Burbank resident, Sarkis Alvandi, was an accomplished mathematician
and architect in Iran and came to the United States to give his family
better opportunities. Alvandi worked as a civil engineer in Iran, but faced
with the revolutionary war, he left everything behind and brought his
family to the United States in 1988. He found work as a taxicab driver,
and in between customers he would sketch, he said, sometimes on napkins
and paper cups.

d. Combine.

The Khodaverdy Family & The Alvandi Family
Request the honor of your presence at the marriage of their children

enmon & eea
On Saturday, the Twenty-Sixth of January
Two Thousand Thirteen
At Five O’Clock in the Evening

a cañada flintrige countr clu
The Gazebo
5500 Godbey Drive
La Cañada Flintridge, California

Adult Reception to Follow
at Seven O’Clock at Palladio Banquet Hall

Figure 5
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I N V I T A T I O N C . R . A . P. *

TYPOGRAPHIC CONTRAST

Another trick of the design trade is the use of C.R.A.P., an acronym
coined by Robin Williams* (the designer, not the comedian). It
stands for four of the main design principles: contrast, repetition,
alignment, and proximity. After you lay out your invitation, give it
this quick test to see if your invitation is craptastic!

Adios Script Swash & Alternates
Joos Pro Regular

C.ONTRAST
1 ❑Contrast
is the drama queen of design. Think about a black and

Joos Pro Small Caps

white photograph that is low contrast and mostly one or two
shades of gray. It falls flat and is unmemorable. Now imagine an
Ansel Adams photograph that contains sharp black and white and
every shade of gray in between—absolutely stunning. Use
opposing elements—contrast of size, shape, type style, color,
texture, etc. (Figure 6) to produce this powerful impact.

Joos Pro Regular

COLOR CONTRAST

Remember, opposites attract! Contrast cannot be slight or timid.
It must be startling like the juxtaposition of the two typefaces
to the left, JOOS PRO, a serif font and ADIOS SCRIPT PRO.

Though not direct complements, this green and orange
are two colors taken from a harmonious triad on the color wheel.

There is more to most fonts than upper and lowercase regular.
Finesse the type by using additional TYPOGRAPHIC
CONTRASTS within each typeface such as small caps, italics,
swash capitals, etc. to your advantage. You will see such a
difference! Open Type fonts often contain lots of alternative
characters or glyphs, you just need to know how to access
them. Pugly Pixel (see Resources) has a great tutorial on how to
access these additional glyphs.

TEXTURE CONTRAST

We chose this beautifully textured Gmund Tatijana
paper for the invitation folder and this gorgeous, handprinted Italian
paper from Hollander’s to line the envelopes.

Figure 6

R EP E TI T I O N

2

❑ R.EPETITION
Mother Nature is the master (sunflowers, the nautilus, the rhythm
of the tides, etc.). Repetition is most exciting when it is varied
according to a pattern (point, counterpoint or AB, AB, AB, etc.) It
can actually provide both unity AND variety. Repeating elements
such as typeface and color create a unity and a rhythm that are
visually pleasing. For Amanda’s wedding, we used the same fonts,
colors, images, and materials over and over again in a variety of
different ways (Figure 7).

Figure 7
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A.LIGNMENT
3 ❑Though
alignment is logical, it is all but invisible (like the GRID in

ALIGNMENT
3-1. DECIDE ON YOUR WORDING
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bernard Vining request the honor of
your presence at the marriage of their daughter Amanda
Elizabeth to Jonathan Edward O’Loughlin . . .

3-2. ORGANIZE THE TEXT INTO MEANINGFUL GROUPS
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bernard Vining
request the honor of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter

WHAT

Amanda Elizabeth to Jonathan Edward
O’Loughlin

WHO

on Saturday, the Seventh of January Two
Thousand and Twelve at Three O’Clock in
the afternoon

WHEN

3-3. CHOOSE ALIGNMENT
LEFT

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bernard Vining
Request the honor of your presence at the
marriage of their daughter

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bernard Vining
Request the honor of your presence at
the marriage of their daughter

RIGHT

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bernard Vining
Request the honor of your presence at
the marriage of their daughter
CENTERED

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bernard Vining
Request the honor of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter

3-4. PLAY WITH LINE LENGTH TO FORM PLEASING SHAPES
BEFORE

M.  M  . C   B   V
Figure 8

Request the honor of your presence
at the marriage of
their daughter

4 ❑OneP.ROXIMITY
of the principles of GESTALT psychology is “that which is
closest together, unites.” Group related elements in close proximity
such as venue and address. Be consistent when styling the
elements in a group. For example, if there are two locations
(ceremony and reception), treat these similarly (Figure 9).
IT PERSONAL
5 MAKING
Using old MONOGRAM (Figure 10) and type specimen books for
inspiration, we created a signature logo for the couple and branded
all of the wedding collateral with it. The wedding palette of orange
and green began with an idea—a shared Irish heritage. My Irish
mother, who has passed on, always had a horseshoe hanging over the
back door for luck. We made sure that this symbol was incorporated
into all of our printed pieces (Figure 11). Since it is a tradition for Irish
brides to carry a lucky horseshoe, I purchased a gorgeous horseshoe
necklace (the one Carrie Bradshaw wore) for Amanda to wrap around
her bouquet. She wears it all the time now! We gifted the bridal party
with Tiffany’s horseshoe necklaces and cufflinks. It is in these small
ways, our beloved relatives can be there with us.

6 Resources

JUSTIFIED

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bernard Vining
Request the honor of your presence at
the marriage of their daughter

Part I of this series). When an invitation is beautifully laid out, we
do not notice things like alignment. When it is poorly done, it
blinds you like a neon sign. Once you have all of your elements on
the page, you must create order out of chaos. First, decide on the
wording of your invitation. Next, organize the text into meaningful
groups: name, date, place, etc. Will your type be left aligned, right
aligned, or justified? In addition, make sure that your lines of type
break in a harmonious way and that the blocks of type form lovely
shapes (Figure 8).

AFTER

• http://www.gmund.com
• http://www.hollanders.com
• http://www.crane.com
• http://www.creativepro.com/article/dot-font-seven-principles-of-typographic-contrast
• http://www.slideshare.net/gerson.abe/typographic-contrast
• http://www.anseladams.com/
• http://www.typographies.fr/uk/index.php?page=fontes&s=Joos
• http://www.myfonts.com/fonts/sudtipos/adios-script-pro
• http://blog.puglypixel.com/2012/06/04/how-to-access-font-variants/
• http://graphicdesign.spokanefalls.edu/tutorials/process/gestaltprinciples/
gestaltprinc.htm
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PROXIMITY
4-1. DETERMINE YOUR HIERARCHY

A E

MOST
IMPORTANT =
MOST
PROMINENT

to

J E O’L
4-2. STYLE ITEMS CONSISTENTLY WITHIN A GROUP
If there are two locations, style them similarly:
Join us for the ceremony
at 5 at

Woodview Chapel.
We will then proceed to

Figure 9

Gray Gardens

WHERE 1
Adios Script,
22 point, green
WHERE 2
Adios Script,
22 point, green

THE FINAL PRODUCT
MAKING IT PERSONAL

Two Thousand and Twelve at
Three O’Clock in the A ernoon

Their WeddingBrand was modeled after old
monograms and printer’s ornaments. Google Books has numerous
monogram books that you can download or read for FREE.
Figure 10

It is an Irish wedding tradition for the bride
to carry a horseshoe (charm, not the real deal) for good luck.
Figure 11 We incorporated this symbol into our invitation suite.
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